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Established in 2009, Ramallah Doc, organized in cooperation with the A.M
Qattan foundation, the Goethe-Institut , Arte and the Consulate General of
France in Jerusalem, is an opportunity for Palestinian documentary filmmakers to
pitch their project ideas to a forum of international film producers and TV
representatives.
In 2014, a series of Ramallah Doc training workshops, with international and
Palestinian trainers, were organized to help prepare the participants for the
Ramallah Doc Pitching session taking place on Friday, October 31st at the A.M
Qattan Foundation, Ramallah. These workshops included: script writing, trailer
editing, and pitching techniques workshop.
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The wanted 18

Release in 2014 — pitched in Ramallah Doc 2009

The incredible true story of the dairy cows and 'lactivists' that eluded the Middle-East’s
most powerful army!
The Wanted 18 is a unique production that combines stop-motion animation, interviews,
original drawings, and archival footage to bring to life one of the strangest chapters in the
history of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
The story is told from the perspective of both the cows and the activists. Directed, illustrated
and narrated by acclaimed Palestinian artist Amer Shomali together with veteran Canadian
director Paul Cowan, the film gives voice to the principled activists who participated in the
dairy, their families and friends, and the people whose lives were changed by it.
Poignant and thought-provoking, humorous and serious, it shows the power of grassroots
activism, peaceful resistance and courage in a part of the world that is fraught with negative
imagery and despair.
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Biography - AMER SHOMALI
Amer Shomali is a Palestinian artist and
worked as multimedia designer at Birzeit
University and ZAN Studio in Ramallah,
Palestine. He uses art and technology to
design Posters, political cartoons and short
animation to support local and international
political campaigns and open local social
debates. He now lives in England persuing
his MA studies in animation at the arts institute at Bournemouth.
X-ray exhibition is a five illustrated panels reflect the official political discourse
in Palestine. The exhibition in its X-rayed photo style showed out the Palestinian
political extreme contradiction by showing multiple versions for the “victory
status“ that Palestinians are witnessing. X-ray was exhibited online, by local
newspapers and on billboards in Ramallah City.

Amer Shomali: « The first time I heard about the cows’ story I was in a refugee
camp in Syria. It was around 1990, and at that time I read it in a comic book, the
story of Beit Sahour, which a small town near Bethlehem. My family is from Beit
Sahour, but I didn’t know that much about it, so it was through reading the comic
book that I started to learn about my town, about the civil disobedience they went
through, and the story of the cows. Then in 1996, we got a permit to go back to
Palestine. When I came back to Beit Sahour, I found out that the reality was nothing like the comic book… it was totally different. I started to meet the people
who I’d seen in the comic book. These are the characters you meet in the film. »
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Yusra and Dorothy

Yusra (left) with Dorothy Garrod (right) at Mount Carmel in 1934.
Image 1998.294.52, reproduced here with permission from the Dorothy Garrod Archive, Pitt Rivers Museum. All rights reserved.

Synopsis
In 1932 Dorothy Garrod came to Palestine to work on an archaeological project
in the caves of Mount Carmel, where she met Yusra, a member of the Palestinian
women team. Yusra acted as forewoman in charge of picking out items before the
excavated soil was sieved. One day she found a skeleton of an adult female
Neanderthal. Over the years, Yusra became an expert in recognizing bones,
fauna, hominid remains. Dorothy Garrod believed that Yusra should come to
Cambridge. A special friendship developed between the two ladies.
Yusra’s village “Ijsim” was destroyed in the 1948 and the question is: What
happened to her and where did she settle?
Expected budget : 90 000€
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Biography - SALIM ABU JABAL (Ramallah)
Salim Abu Jabal was born in the occupied
Golan in 1971. He has studied Theater and
Arabic Literature at Haifa University in 2004.
Since then he has worked in Cinema and TV
as production manager and casting director
on several Palestinian and international films.
He has worked as a writer, journalist, critic,
producer, as well as the producer and organizer for the traveling film festival "Films Behind the Wall". Salim has directed TV pro- Contact
Phone: +970 595 508 001
grams, and several short documentaries.
salimabujabal@gmail.com

Treatment
This untold story about Yusra, a Palestinian woman who was given the opportunity to
establish her presence in the world of archaeology, is symbolic to Palestine before
the 1948 Nakba. The professional and personal relationship between Yusra and
Dorothy represent a model of scientific cooperation between a researcher from
Cambridge and an ordinary woman from the Orient. It is a film about equal opportunities and the ability to prove oneself when the right circumstances, support and
interest are present.
This film satisfies my desire to present ancient Palestine as the first bridge that
brought the development of human beings from Africa to the rest of the world.
Producer’Statement — Laura HAWA
One can consider that the production of this film
will not be an easy task since the main character,
Yusra, died a long time ago and there is no video, audio or written material that exists about
her except for one photo that joins Dorothy and
Yusra. Therefore, her story will be presented
through historians, specialists and archive material while continuing to search for material about
her from the people of her uprooted village.
The telling of such story through a documentary
film is considered to be a challenge because a
large part of it will be the search for Yusra’s fate. Furthermore, the editing stage is
more important in joining the archive material with the information available.
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Steadfast Art

Synopsis
It's a Documentary film following Sliman Mansour the famous Palestinian painter and
sculptor, an important figure among contemporary Palestinian artists, who is considered
an artist of the intifada whose work gave visual expression to the cultural concept
of sumud (sumud – steadfastness or steadfast perseverance, an ideological theme and
political strategy that first emerged among the Palestinian people through the experience
of the dialectic of oppression and resistance in the wake of the 1967 Six-Day War). The
film goes through the important stations of his life since he was born 1947 until now
following his paintings through the different eras and by that capturing the story and
different situations of Palestine.
Expected budget : 100 000 €
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DIRECTOR – SHADY SROUR (Nazareth)
Shady Srour holds an M.F.A (Master of Fine
Art) in filmmaking from the Academy of Art
University, San Francisco. He has established Cinema Virgin in 2008, which is a production company that specializes in Fiction,
Documentary and TV, dedicated to the
creation of quality films emphasizing the
story-telling aspect. Lately Shady was involved in the film 24 Hours Jerusalem
(ARTE) as the Head of Palestinian Filmma- Contact
kers and the film received the German TV Phone: +972 546 334 340
award for documentary. Among his works cinemavirgin@gmail.com
are the feature film "Sense of Need", the
short film "Either Me or Haifa", directed "Watan ala Watar" season 2011 the
most famous Palestinian Comedy TV series. The company has different projects
in different stages; currently it has the film "Don Juan of Galilee" a feature romantic comedy in post-production.
Treatment
The film takes us in a journey through the different periods of Palestinian history
since 1947 until now, trying to stimulate the originality of Palestinian memories
through the eyes of the painter Sliman Mansour. Throughout the film, he exposes
different paintings that reveal the different periods, 48, 67, first Intifada, Second Intifada and after that until now, however there would be a focus on the
first Intifada since Mansour is considered an artist of the intifada, whose work
has given a visual expression to the cultural concept of Sumud (steadfast) and a
remembrance stimulation of original aspects.
Producer’ Statement - SHADY SROUR
I saw the famous painting Camels of Hardship by Sliman Mansour many times in
many places ever since I was kid, but I didn't know anything about the painter.
Many coffee shops have this painting drawn on their walls even though they
don't know much about the painter. I met Sliman Mansour few times, he is an
important figure, and his work is from one side very popular and from the other
side very professional, that it is competing with international names. This film is a
tribute to this icon who is on top this an excellent photogenic character that can
lead a film; he is very sophisticated and very humoristic.
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Actors of Resistance

Synopsis
Actors of Resistance is a 75 minute documentary about stories of Palestinian theatre actors
from across Palestine struggling for political and social freedom through art. Through both
documentary and fiction scenes it explores the relationship between art, theatre and
political resistance to occupation, apartheid and the restrictions of the Palestinian society,
specially concerning the situation of women, children and youth. Other aspects of the film
are authority, repression, violence, poverty, life choices, social seperation and fear on one
hand, as well as joy, laughter, hope and freedom on the other.
Expected budget : 28 500€
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DIRECTOR – SABER SHREIM (Jenin)
Actor, clown and singer from Jenin. Saber
works and teaches at the Freedom Theatre
in the Jenin Refugee Camp and presented
his acting skills on the theatre stage in Palestine, Egypt, France, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Italy and the Netherlands.

Contact
Phone: +972 568 504 517
s.tft@hotmail.com

Treatment

The documentary scenes focus on six extraordinary Palestinian actors/actresses
and a smaller number of supportive characters through moved interviews with a
focus on their personal stories in their personal environments. Secondly the movie
includes reenacted stories, using fictional cinema to tell the stories of reality.
Most of the film will show rather abstract, artistic acting scenes from the protagonists of the film, interpreting the various aspects of cultural resistance (see
above) theatrically on the theatre stage, as well as in the streets and in different outside locations of occupied Palestine.
Producer’ Statement - Matt MONROY
Having plenty films about Palestine already,
we believe that Actors of Resistance will show
a revolutionary new face of Palestine that
will shock the global audience which we are
targeting. It combines a reality of violence,
oppression, conflict and fear with human
stories, turning hate into love and teaching
creativity, improvisation, freedom, respect
and hope.
This film is not only relevant to support the
local work of Palestinian artists, but also to
change the global biased look on Palestine and Palestinians. Our goal is to turn
it into appreciation and respect for the amazingly creative ways Palestinian
artists deal with the circumstances they are facing.
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Ghost Hunting

Synopsis
Raed Andoni, director of « Fix ME », assembles an eclectic group of Palestinian ex-prisoners
in order to rebuild the Israeli investigation centre in which they were all imprisoned; However,
as they were always blindfolded, none of them really knows what the place actually looked
like. During this process of building, Raed tries to recall his memories of the jail with the hopes
of gaining a deeper understanding of the consequences of having been under someone else’s
absolute control.
Expected budget : 732 952 €
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DIRECTOR – RAED ANDONI (Bethlehem)

Raed Andoni, an independent Producer and
Filmmaker. In 1997, he started his career as
a Producer , he produced and secured
wide international screenings for a number of
award-winning documentaries award-winning
documentaries including: THE INNER TOUR by
Ra’anan Alexandrovich, (2000), LIVE FROM
PALESTINE by Rashid Masharawi, (2002),
and INVASION (Egteyah) by Nizar Hassan
(2003). His first documentary as a Director, Contact
IMPROVISATION (2005), produced in asso- Phone: +970 599260015
ciation with Arte, had great success at festivals. Andoni’s first feature, FIX ME (2009) was premiered in Sundance and
Cannes, before its release in the European theatres. This feature won several
prizes as the SCAM award for “the best documentary of the year”, and Tanit
d’or at Carthage film festival.
Treatment
This film takes place inside one location, an empty roofed yard. The audience
follow a group of ex-prisoners as they try to rebuild their old jail. In the framework of re-enacted investigation scenes, they have the possibility to relive their
experience by playing the role of another, and in this place, they are also free to
share the memories that continued to haunt them. In the same way that the director’s ghost, the illusions they saw during their imprisonment will be given life
through animation.
Producer’Statement — Saed ANDONI
The Producer, Saed Andoni, started his career
as a film editor before earning his MA degree
in Documentary Filmmaking. Although he is
passionate about making films, he still enjoys
teaching cinema production at Dar Al-Kalima
College in Bethlehem. Saed runs Dar Film Productions, which is a leading Palestinian independent film production company based in the
West Bank city of Ramallah. Since its establishment in 1997, it has produced and coproduced several documentary films with international broadcasters including BBC UK, ARTE France, ZDF Germany, YLE Finland and SBS.
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Broken Dreams

Synopsis
The film tells the story of Darin, a 14–year-old Palestinian girl whose life is forever
changed after her father loses his leg when his fishing boat gets attacked by the Israeli
navy in Gaza. Stepping from behind her father’s shadow, Darin courageously takes her
father’s place on the boat. She becomes the family’s financial provider and the first
professional fisherwoman in Gaza.

Expected budget : 57 000€
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DIRECTOR – MOHAMED HARB (Gaza)
Mohamed Harb was born in 1979 in Gaza
City where he lives and works. Has a Bachelor of Fine Arts / major décor from Al
Najah University in Nablus in 2001.
He is a member of the Palestinian Association of Fine Artists. He has been working as
a director at the Palestinian Space Channel
in Gaza since 2003. Harb has also participated in many local, regional and international exhibitions, festivals and workshops Contact
which were organized in Europe and diffe- Phone: +972 599 777 582
rent Arab countries.
Treatment
Abou Amar has been a fisherman for over 15 years. For many years, Abou
Amar and his fellow fishermen abided by the 3-nautical mile limit, but then they
started breaking this “ordinance” so that they could fish properly and continue
to make a living from their catch. Two years ago, Abou Amar lost a leg when
the Israeli navy attacked his boat, and consequently, he lost his source of living. Abou Amar is married to Samira, who is illiterate, they have three children:
Darin, 14 years old, Reem, 11 years old, and Kayed, 8 years old.
Producer - Haytham FATHY
Has been working as a Producer for several
years. One of the films he produced was the
“Death Tunnel”. He participated in a number
of international events, one of which is the
Sheffield Doc Fest.
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Bride at 40

Synopsis
Single woman at 40, Mervat Essa, is a leading clay artist in Palestine and Israel. With a
worldwide name for her ceramic exhibitions as a refugee women within Israel. Also,
involved with “Teenage Youth In Danger” as well as “Arab and Jewish encounters.”
Regardless of her activities and accomplishments, no one cares for such success. Her family
and community are interested in whether Mervat would marry, have children and make it!
Or stay single and suffer as an outsider of the marriage queendom! Was her choice for
marriage at 40 the turning point of her life?!
Expected budget 161 700 €
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DIRECTOR – HANNA ELIAS (Jish)
Hanna Elias directed and produced several
documentary projects for the UNDP in Palestine. He finished his feature drama film
in 1993, The Olive harvest. In 1998 he
worked as a Producer/Director on the Palestinian/Israeli co production of Sesame
Street.

Contact
Phone: + 972 527 777 864

Treatment
This shoot will take place in Jish village, in Galilee, where Mervat Essa family
lives. where the traditional wedding takes place. In addition, filming will take
place in other cities in Israel and Palestine following the work and life of the
artist herself.
The lens will penetrate the personal and intimate world of Mervat, before and
after her marriage. A documentary that focuses on an individual in a society
that doesn’t encourage individuality.

Producer’Statement - Hanna ELIAS
An unmarried Palestinian woman usually engaged in a conflict with her family
and the whole community at large, who would declare a silent war against her.
The film will re create critical moments of the pre marriage, wedding in transition and post marriage with the bride’s perspective in each stage. A complex
and paradox dilemma where women needed to be strong and partners with
men for building a modern society based on equality. Yet, at the same time, and
always, women issues are pushed at the back burner for various unjustified reasons.
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Terez

Synopsis
On May 8, 1972, Terez Halasa hijacked a Sabena airplane bound for Israel, an incident
which was elevated to cultural legend by Ehud Barak and Benjamin Netanyahu’s
leadership in the rescue operation. Following many years in Israeli prison, Terez was
released--though later dismissed from the PLO for criticizing Arafat.
As a Palestinian 48 I would like to explore the significance of Terez’s journey in the
resistance movement, as a woman in a patriarchal system, as well as a Palestinian citizen
of Israel, who is present absentee in both societies.
Through the film I seek to understand why Terez has not become a symbol of resistance
and one of its leaders.
Expected budget : 147 500 €
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DIRECTOR – ROZEEN BISHARAT (Jaffa)
Rozeen Bisharat is a Palestinian Israeli Citizen
(1948 Palestinian), and a graduate of the film
school at Tel Aviv University. Over the last few
years Bisharat has earned experience and
knowledge in the film industry, working in many
different award-winning productions with leading
directors and producers. In 2011 Bisharat cofounded "Palestinema", young Palestinian filmmakers group which advocates for networking, developing and supporting a new wave in the Arab film Contact
scene. In 2009 Bisharat produced along with Tra- Phone: +972 526 689 909
belsi productions, “SOFAIR- Yellow Mums", film by Rozeenbt@gmail.com
Firas Khoury.
Treatment
Following Terez’s life story, from her childhood in Acre to Amman today, by talks and
archival footage.
It will be my personal journey into her unusual story. As Palestinian women who grew
up in-between the racist Israeli society and the struggle to liberate Palestine. We will
discuss the parallels of our lives as well as Gap of generations and our roles as women in the society and the resistance. I will interview mainly women – friends, family
members and PLO central figures who will reflect on Terez’s act and its influence.
The film will be shot in Acre, Jenin, Haifa, the Israel-Lebanon borders and Amman
Producer’Statement - Osnat TRABELSI
When the Sabena hijacking happened I was 7
years old, and I heard about Terez Halasa on the
media. Then, 16 years ago, I saw an interview
with her on TV that impressed me so much that I
decided to meet her. The meeting was fascinating.
I met a strong, unusual woman who understood
political processes. She was not afraid to express
her opinion against the government and the consensus, or to pay the price. As a woman I see Terez
as a role model, someone who followed her own
path without fear. A freedom fighter, she has done
what no other man or woman within the Palestinian community in Israel and the occupied territories has done. Terez’s story should be told, and I believe that Rozeen Bisharat is the right person to do it.
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The Gentle Man Prisoner

Synopsis
160 political prisoners, who were suffering from hard conditions at Shata jail in Israel in
1958, planned for a big escape; they drew maps and tried to find any kinds of tools to
protect themselves. With organization and secrecy they have hidden the maps, the tools
and some self-made fire bombs. Planning and organizing for the moment of action.

Expected budget : 480 000 €
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DIRECTOR – YOUSEF AL DEEK (Ramallah)
is a Palestinian director raised in Kufr
Na’ama, a village outside Ramallah. He
completed his study of Cinematic Arts in Jordan in 1987, and went on to make many
films exploring social issues.
He worked in Palestinian television from
1994 to 2005, and founded “Alfeneeks (The
phoenix) for Culture and Arts” in 2003. Yousef has directed and produced numerous
films and programs through “Alfeneeks,” won Contact
two awards for his film, The Night of Soldier- Phone: +972 546 334 340
sin 2004, and claimed a gold prize at the cinemavirgin@gmail.com
Cairo International Film Festival and a silver
prize at the Tunis Festival.
Treatment
The film will be based on the accounts of people who witnessed or were part of
the mission. Their voice will be sound-over styled scenes of the prison. Documents
of the investigation committee, newspapers and two short videos will be used.
Visual effects will be designed for shooting and airplane scenes.
We will rebuild simulation of Shatta jail as we are not allowed to shoot there.
And we will be shooting in the west bank, Gaza, Israel, Egypt, Jordan, and Hungary.

Producer’Statement - YOUSEF AL DEEK
The history can’t be deleted before1948 there was a nation in Palestine , this
nation was destroyed and immigrated to other places by the force of violence
and killing but they keep their struggle against the occupation of their land not
only Palestinians but also Egyptians Jordanians and many Arab revolutionizes
This film will send the message of ( the right of return ) for the Palestinian refugees , in a style of doc drama film.
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George KHLEIFI
Ramallah Doc Coordinator

Contact: gkhleifi@yahoo.com

Zohra AIT EL JAMAR
Program Officer
Consulate General of France in Jerusalem
Contact: zohra.ait-el-jamar@diplomatie.gouv.fr

Mahmoud ABU HASHASH
Director of the Culture and Arts Programme
A.M Qattan Foundation
Contact: mahmoud@qattanfoundation.org

Laura HARTZ
Director of the Goethe-Institut in Ramallah

Contact: Laura.Hartz@ramallah.goethe.org
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Ann JULIENNE (Moderator)
International Development
France Télévisons
(Paris — France)

Soraya AGAOGLU
Commissioning Senior Producer,
Africa and Middle East, WITNESS
Al Jazeera (Doha — Qatar)

Serge GORDEY
Producer
Alegria Productions
(Paris — France)

Irit NEIDHARDT
Sales agent
Middle Eastern cinemas
(Berlin — Germany)

Ina FICHMAN
President and Executive Producer
Intuitive Pictures
(Montreal — Canada)

Jean PELLETIER
Director of Tv information
Radio Canada
(Montreal — Canada)

Aaqil AHMED
Commissioning Editor Religion and
Head of Religion & Ethics
BBC UK (London — UK)

Laurence UEBERSFELD
Producer
Lu Films
(Paris — France)

Lina BOKHARY
Head of the cinema department
Ministry of Culture in Palestine
(Ramallah — Palestine)

Sean FARNEL
Strategist and Project manager
Ripping Reality
(Toronto — Canada)

Philippe MULLER
Commissioning Editor
ARTE
(Strasbourg — France)

Nizar ELGHOUL
Commissioning Editor
PBC
(Ramallah — Palestine)
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